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Three giraffes having a bath... It's bath time - even for the animals! Who will you see? What are

they doing? Plenty to see on every page - find Tess the owl hiding in every picture! A fun

counting book all about getting ready for bed.



Benny Smalls, “Fantastic bedtime aid for 3 year olds. Who would have thought that a simple

illustrated count to 10 could be so engaging!? After the first read through with my daughter

(aged 3), and amongst the chants of "again again again" we found the activities list which

greatly enriched our subsequent read throughs. Its simple, and one could argue that I maybe

should have been able to think of these exercises myself, but effective at engaging the child for

longer periods. Now on each page we trace the number with our finger, we try to spot "Tess"

and we count the Owls at the bottom of each page. Its just enough at that time of night for her

to fully engage before we settle back into the Gruffalo groove ... Its currently one of her

'favourite 3' books (trumped only by the Gruffalo and his child) and we look forward to more

ways to learn in future titles from this author & illustrator.”

Nick Cull, “Really Engaging. I bought this for my young niece and was really impressed. She

absolutely loves it ! Lovely read and super illustrations - keep a look out for Tess the Owl.

Looking forward to your next book Tom !”

Kevin Hampson, “Great fun for children. Excellent book, great fun for children learning to count

and great illustrations to go with them. My son Nigel really enjoys and we're looking forward to

more from this author, well done!”

katie, “Enjoyable read with little ones .. Lovely book for for little onesCounting is fun with a

happy story and cute characters .Helpful advice on the last page for the grown up from the

teacher /author .”

Jake, “This is a fun and engaging read for preschool and early years.. I bought this as an

Easter gift for my niece and nephew and it is now a firm favourite with them both. They loved

the rhymes and enjoyed counting the owls on each page. More from this author please!”

The book by Tom Pannett has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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